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millions realize what is at stake in matters of faith and spirituality. Yet Rohr
has never written on the most perennially talked about topic in Christianity:
Jesus. Most know who Jesus was, but who was Christ? Is the word simply Jesus’
last name? Too often, Rohr writes, our understanding has been limited by
culture, religious squabbling, and the human tendency to put ourselves at the
centre. Drawing on scripture, history and spiritual practice, Rohr articulates a
transformative view of Jesus Christ as a portrait of God’s constant, unfolding
work in the world. ‘God loves things by becoming them,' he writes, and Jesus’ life
was meant to declare that humanity has never been separate from God – except
by its own negative choice. When we recover this fundamental truth, faith
becomes less about proving Jesus was God, and more about learning to recognize
the Creator’s presence all around us and in everyone we meet. Thoughtprovoking, practical and full of deep hope and vision, The Universal Christ is a
landmark book from one of our most beloved spiritual writers, and an invitation
to contemplate how God liberates and loves all that is.
The Mystery of Christ-- and why We Don't Get it Robert Farrar Capon 1993
Looks at why individuals are not understanding the connection between Jesus
Christ and their spiritual salvation
Beyond Human Justin Paul Abraham 2016-06-01 We stand fully identified in the
new creation renewed in knowledge according to the pattern of the exact image
of our Creator (Col 3:10, MIR). There is a Voice calling us as a species back to
the Blueprint of our Design. A Voice calling us out of ignorance into an
expansive future beyond our wildest dreams. A future beyond the limitations of
space and time, the mind and the physical body. A future "Beyond Human."
Master Keys to Union Brother Dominick 2019-03-19 Union with God, Theosis,
Deification, Enlightenment, Mystical Grace all come to life in your Being and
Experience if you have the proper relationship and understanding that God is
already Omnipresently everywhere, all you need to do, is to get out of the way

The Arminian Magazine 1781
GOOD WORDS FOR GODLY LIVING Ross Thompson 2020-04-07 This book is a
compilation of articles written for FaithFilledFamily.com (magazine)by the
author. Each chapter is a stand-alone article on a specific topic – which is good
because you won’t be bored. Testimonies – anecdotes – and stories abound, along
with some pretty good stuff on what the Bible says about the topic. The last
chapter is a comprehensive look at the blessing of New Testament holiness and
how you can receive it.
Grace, the Forbidden Gospel Andre Van Der Merwe 2011-03 If you've never been
exposed to hearing the gospel preached by Paul the Apostle in its pure, undiluted
form, this book might offend and possibly even anger you. The Gospel of Grace
has been outlawed and frowned upon by most organized religious institutions.
Take courage though, there is a generation of believers rising up in the earth
whose eyes are opening to the truth of the gospel of grace - a wave of people
that has grown fed up with the way that church is done: Either good news is
preached with some guilt and manipulation mixed in, or church services take the
form of well orchestrated shows. Many believers' entire lives are reduced to
nothing more than a sin management program, running the endless treadmill of
trying to please God by doing more for Him or trying to sin less. If you have been
raised with religion, then understanding the Gospel of Grace may involve
unlearning most of what you have learnt through the years. It may initially feel
as though the carpet is being plucked from under your feet, but as the perfume of
God's love rises and the truth of the Word begins to set you free, you will find
yourself unable to resist the Father's romantic advances, drawing you into
Himself for a deeper experience of who He is.
The Universal Christ Richard Rohr 2019-03-05 'I cannot put this book down'–
Bono In his decades as a globally recognized teacher, Richard Rohr has helped
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and let it happen. The Master Keys within this Book will show you
how.Following in the Christian Mystical and Contemplative traditions of the
teachings of the Desert Fathers, the Philokalia, and the Eastern Orthodox
mysticism, Brother Dominick takes the reader through a journey of instructions
that lay out the way and methodology for the Union with God experience to
manifest itself within and without.After over a decade of mystical
transformations from the indwelling of the Holy Spirit, illumination by the
blinding uncreated light, and various expeditions through the Dark Night of the
Soul, Brother Dom would eventually receive a set of Master Keys from a South
African Christian Mystic Hermit which would help his odyssey into the
manifestation of the Union with God experience. The Master Keys eventually
became a consolidation of the teachings of the Hermit and were in common with
those of St, Francis of Assisi, Teresa of Avila, St. John of the Cross, Meister
Eckhart, The Cloud of Unknowing, and various Mystics of Christian antiquity,
all of whom had traversed the inner quest to finally sink into the Omnipresent
Ocean of God.You are invited to partake in this Inner Journey, which is the
birthright of the Soul. The collapsing of all dualities of the mind, resulting in
the Nondual Oneness of God.BrotherDominick.org
Christology Gerald O'Collins 2009-07-09 In this fully revised and updated
second edition of his accessible account of systematic Christology, Gerald
O'Collins continues to challenge the contemporary publishing trend for
sensationalist books on Jesus that are supported neither by the New Testament
witness nor by mainline Christian beliefs. This book critically examines the best
biblical and historical scholarship before tackling head-on some of the key
questions of systematic Christology: does orthodox faith present Jesus the man
as deficient and depersonalized? Is his sinlessness compatible with the exercise of a
free human will? Does up-to-date exegesis challenge his virginal conception and
personal resurrection? Can one reconcile Jesus' role as universal Saviour with
the truth and values to be found in other religions? What should the feminist
movement highlight in presenting Jesus? This integral Christology is built around
the resurrection of the crucified Jesus, highlights love as the key to redemption,
and proposes a synthesis of the divine presence through Jesus. Clear, balanced,
and accessible, this book should be valued by any student reading systematic
theology, anyone training for the ministry in all denominations, as well as
interested general readers.
Biblical Literalism: A Gentile Heresy John Shelby Spong 2016-02-16 A global
and pioneering leader of progressive Christianity and the bestselling author of
Why Christianity Must Change or Die and Eternal Life explains why a literal
reading of the Gospels is actually heretical, and how this mistaken notion only
entered the church once Gentiles had pushed out all the Jewish followers of
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Jesus. A man who has consciously and deliberately walked the path of Christ,
John Shelby Spong has lived his entire life inside the Christian Church. In this
profound and considered work, he offers a radical new way to look at the
gospels today as he shows just how deeply Jewish the Christian Gospels are and
how much they reflect the Jewish scriptures, history, and patterns of worship.
Pulling back the layers of a long-standing Gentile ignorance, he reveals how the
church’s literal reading of the Bible is so far removed from these original Jewish
authors’ intent that it is an act of heresy. Using the Gospel of Matthew as a
guide, Spong explores the Bible’s literary and liturgical roots—its grounding in
Jewish culture, symbols, icons, and storytelling tradition—to explain how the
events of Jesus’ life, including the virgin birth, the miracles, the details of the
passion story, and the resurrection and ascension, would have been understood
by both the Jewish authors of the various gospels and by the Jewish audiences
for which they were originally written. Spong makes clear that it was only
after the church became fully Gentile that readers of the Gospels took these
stories to be factual, distorting their original meaning. In Biblical Literalism: A
Gentile Heresy, Spong illuminates the gospels as never before and provides a
better blueprint for the future than where the church’s leaden and heretical
reading of the story of Jesus has led us—one that allows the faithful to live
inside the Christian story in the modern world.
Heaven on Earth Simon Porter 2017-12-05 Heaven on Earth is a layman’s guide
to a deeper and more mystical relationship with the one whom some describe as
the Ground of all Being. The book starts with a clear explanation of the
personality and character of the one we call God; a personality of total selfgiving love. It then goes on to explain how this can be seen in all of life around
us if we were but to learn to recognise it. The author draws from his own
practical experiences of encountering this loving entity within nature and daily
life by using his own poetry and stories while quoting from sacred writings. He
presents a God who is attractive, trustworthy and is wanting loving union
with all people on earth. This book is both comforting and challenging and
provides regular interludes for the reader to stop and learn to engage with this
Divine Presence for themselves. If you read this book openly and honestly you
will not be the same person when you finish. It is inspiring, will help to answer
some of our deepest questions and can be life changing.
The Shack Revisited. C. Baxter Kruger 2012-10-11 Wm Paul Young's 2008
novel THE SHACK was a publishing phenomenon all over the world. Now
respected theologian C. Baxter Kruger enlarges and articulates more fully the
vision that Wm Paul Young created in THE SHACK. An exploration of the
Trinity, the nature of God and our relationship to him, this book picks up where
THE SHACK left off, and answers many readers' questions.
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Blueprints to Union Brother Dominick 2016-12-03 Following in the Christian
Mystical and Contemplative traditions of the teachings of the Desert Fathers,
the Philokalia, and the Eastern Orthodox focus on Union, Theosism and
Deification, Brother Dominick takes the reader through a set of five
correspondences that lay out the way and methodology for the Union with God
experience to manifest itself within and without. After over a decade of mystical
transformations from the indwelling of the Holy Spirit, inner illumination by the
blinding uncreated light, and various expeditions through the Dark Night of the
Soul, Brother Dominick would eventually receive a set of Blueprints from a
South African Christian Mystic Hermit which would help his odyssey into the
manifestation of the Union with God experience. The Blueprints to Union
eventually became a consolidation of the teachings of the Hermit and were in
common with those of St, Francis of Assisi, Teresa of Avila, St. John of the
Cross, Meister Eckhart, The Cloud of Unknowing, and various Mystics of
Christian antiquity, all of whom had traversed the inner quest to finally sink
into the Omnipresent Ocean of God. You are invited to partake in this Inner
Journey, which is the birthright of the Soul. BrotherDominick.org
The Papacy and the Orthodox Anthony Edward Siecienski 2017 The Papacy and
the Orthodox examines the centuries-long debate over the primacy and authority
of the Bishop of Rome, especially in relation to the Christian East, and offers a
comprehensive history of the debate and its underlying theological issues.
Siecienski masterfully brings together all of the biblical, patristic, and
historical material necessary to understand this longstanding debate. This book
is an invaluable resource as both Catholics and Orthodox continue to reexamine
the sources and history of the debate.
Jesus according to the New Testament James D. G. Dunn 2019-01-03 New
Testament scholar James D. G. Dunn has published his research on Christian origins
in numerous commentaries, books, and essays. In this small, straightforward
book designed especially for a lay audience, Dunn focuses his fifty-plus years of
scholarship on elucidating the New Testament witness to Jesus, from Matthew
to Revelation. Dunn’s Jesus according to the New Testament constantly points
back to the wonder of those first witnesses and greatly enriches our
understanding of Jesus.
Gnostic Philosophy Tobias Churton 2005-01-25 An extensive examination of
the history of gnosticism and how its philosophy has influenced the Western
esoteric tradition • Explains how the Gnostic understanding of self-realization is
embodied in the esoteric traditions of the Rosicrucians and Freemasons • Explores
how gnosticism continues to influence contemporary spirituality • Shows
gnosticism to be a philosophical key that helps spiritual seekers "remember" their
higher selves Gnosticism was a contemporary of early Christianity, and its
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demise can be traced to Christianity's efforts to silence its teachings. The
Gnostic message, however, was not destroyed but simply went underground.
Starting with the first emergence of Gnosticism, the author shows how its
influence extended from the teachings of neo-Platonists and the magical
traditions of the Middle Ages to the beliefs and ideas of the Sufis, Jacob B hme,
Carl Jung, Rudolf Steiner, and the Rosicrucians and Freemasons. In the language
of spiritual freemasonry, gnosis is the rejected stone necessary for the
completion of the Temple, a Temple of a new cosmic understanding that today's
heirs to Gnosticism continue to strive to create. The Gnostics believed that the
universe embodies a ceaseless contest between opposing principles. Terrestrial life
exhibits the struggle between good and evil, life and death, beauty and ugliness,
and enlightenment and ignorance: gnosis and agnosis. The very nature of physical
space and time are obstacles to humanity's ability to remember its divine origins
and recover its original unity with God. Thus the preeminent gnostic secret is
that we are God in potential and the purpose of bona fide gnostic teaching is to
return us to our godlike nature. Tobias Churton is a filmmaker and the founding
editor of the magazine Freemasonry Today. He studied theology at Oxford
University and created the award-winning documentary series and accompanying
book The Gnostics, as well as several other films on Christian doctrine,
mysticism, and magical folklore. He lives in England.
The Evangelical Universalist Gregory MacDonald 2012-05-11 -Can an
orthodox Christian, committed to the historic faith of the church and the
authority of the Bible, be a universalist? -Is it possible to believe that
salvation is found only by grace, through faith in Christ, and yet to maintain
that in the end all people will be saved? -Can one believe passionately in mission if
one does not think that anyone will be lost forever? -Could universalism be
consistent with the teachings of the Bible? Gregory MacDonald argues that the
answer is yes to all of these questions. Weaving together philosophical,
theological, and biblical considerations, MacDonald seeks to show that being a
committed universalist is consistent with the central teachings of the biblical
texts and of historic Christian theology. This second edition contains a new
preface providing the backstory of the book, two extensive new appendices, a
study guide, and a Scripture index.
Chosen for Paradise John Crowder 2014-12-15 Reframing Election in Romans
9-11.In the Incarnation, God has united the human race to Himself. The doctrine
of election has confused theologians for centurieslike a dog chasing it's own
tail.Does God choose us, or do we choose God?Some believe that our own
striving human willpower must some-how conjure up and maintain our own
salvation. But how can weever be certain that we have believed deep enough? Is
it really upto us to save ourselves? To depend on my own decision for
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God?Others believe salvation is God's sovereign business from start tofinish.
But what about those who don't believe? Did God choosesome to fry in their
own fat forever in Hell?What if God's predestination is not about choosing some
for blissand others for destruction? Following the lead of the great theologian Karl Barth, John Crowder explores the volatile passages ofRomans 9-11
to shed new light on the debated topic of election.God is not choosing one human
over another. Jesus Christ is thechosen, elected man on behalf of all humanity.
And you are fully included in Him.
Miracle Workers, Reformers and the New Mystics John Crowder 2006 Miracle
Workers, Reformers and the New Mystics contains more than 70 photos,
illustrations, and biographies of men and women whose lives have demonstrated
the phenomenal throughout the ages. Let their stories inspire you to join their
ranks as part of this coming revival generation.
Highway to Grace
Mirror Bible Francois Du Toit 2013-03 People who have stopped reading the
Bible or never even read it before say about The Mirror, "I have never read
anything that touched me so deeply, it is a brand new Bible, I cannot wait to give
it to all my friends!" The Mirror Bible is a paraphrase from the original Greek
text. While the detailed shades of meaning of every Greek word have been closely
studied, this is done taking into account the consistent context of the entire
chapter within the wider epistle, and bearing in mind the full context of Jesus as
the revealer and redeemer of the image and likeness of the invisible God in human
form, which is what the message of the Bible is all about. To assist the reader in
their study, I have numerically superscripted the Greek word and corresponded it
with the closest English word in the italicized commentary that follows. This is
to create a direct comparison of words between the two languages. Many words
used in previous translations have adopted meanings in time that distract from
the original thought. Individual words can greatly influence the interpretation
of any conversation. For years deliberate as well as oblivious errors in
translations were repeated and have empowered the religious institutions of the
day to influence, manipulate and even abuse masses of people. Consider the word
metanoia, consisting of two components, meta, together with, and nous, mind,
suggesting a radical mind shift. This word has always been translated as
"repentance," which is an old English word borrowed from the Latin word,
penance. Then they added the "re" to get even more mileage out of sin
consciousness. Re-penance. This gross deception led to the perverted doctrines of
indulgences, where naive, ignorant people were led to believe that they needed to
purchase favor from an angry god. Most cathedrals as well as many ministries
were funded with guilt money. The Bible is a dangerous book! It has confused and
divided more people than any other document. Scriptures have been used to justify
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some of the greatest atrocities in human history. People were tortured, burned
to death and multitudes murdered based on somebody's understanding of the
scriptures! Jesus, Paul and believers throughout the ages faced their greatest
opposition from those who knew the scriptures. If it is such a dangerous
document, how does one approach the book? The Mirror unveils the Incarnation
Code as the key that unlocks the mystery message of scripture. The romance of
the ages is revealed here.
Hyper-Grace Michael L. Brown 2014 The great deception of the 21st century At
a time when the church needs an urgent wake-up call and a fresh encounter with
Jesus, the hyper-grace message is lulling many to sleep. Claiming to be a new
revelation of grace, this teaching is gaining in popularity, but is it true? Or is
the glorious truth of grace being polluted by errors, leading to backsliding,
compromise, and even the abandonment of faith? Hyper-Grace looks at the major
teachings put forth by many adherents of this "grace reformation" and
prayerfully compares those teachings with the Word of God, answering
questions such as: � How do our sins affect our relationship with God? �
What is the relevance of the Old Testament to our faith? � What does Jesus
actually have to say about grace? Without watering down the Bible's true
message of grace, Michael Brown gives you the facts, demonstrating the dangers
of this seductive message and showing you how to keep from being taken in.
Mystical Union John Crowder 2010-10-31
Stricken by God? Brad Jersak 2007-09-25 "Foreword by Willard Swartley"-Cover. Includes bibliographical references and index.
Contemporary Perspectives on Religions in Africa and the African Diaspora
Carolyn M. Jones Medine 2015-10-14 Contemporary Perspectives on Religions in
Africa and the African Diaspora explores African derived religions in a globalized
world. The volume focuses on the continent, on African identity in globalization,
and on African religion in cultural change.
Money. Sex. Beer. God John Crowder 2016-05-31 A biblical companion to the
happy life ... Learn how gnostic dualism invaded the early church, killed the party
and taught you the world was evil. Exposing the lies of religious asceticism,
John Crowder hits the controversial topics of cash, booze and nookie - stuff
your pastor is scared to talk about!
Hebrews-OE Francois Du Toit 2010-09-14 The Mirror Translation is a
paraphrased translation from the original text.While strictly following the
literal meaning of the original text, sentences have been constructed so that the
larger meaning is continually emphasised by means of an expanded text. Some
clarifying notes are included in brackets or at the end of the book. This is a
paraphrased study rather than a literal translation. While the detailed shades
of meaning of every Greek word has have been closely studied, this is done taking
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into account the consistent context of the entire chapter within the wider
epistle, and bearing in mind the full context of Jesus and his finished work, which is
what the message of the Bible is all about.
Mystical Union John Crowder 2022-06-10 The gospel is a mystical message,
based on an instant and effortless union with God achieved at Christ's
cross.When you think of the cross, do you think of fun?If the answer is "no" then
you have not been taught the cross aright. There is a delicious feast prepared
for the believer. Nothing is more satisfying than the revelation of what Christ
has conclusively accomplished for you. This book threatens to turn your
Christianity upside down. No longer a struggle to please God -- the Truth will
plunge you into a celebration of what He has done for you.With clear
revelatory truths on the New Creation and the scandalous joys of the cross,
Mystical Union promises to be one of John Crowder's most revolutionary,
lifechanging works. The happy gospel of grace is about uninterrupted union with
the Divine. This book lays out our most core beliefs. It promises to wreck your
theology and cheer you up with undeniable Biblical truths on the free gift of
perfection.
The Ecstacy of Loving God John Crowder 2018-12-01 Ecstasy, or extasis, is
the Greek term for trance, and is linked with a pleasurable, God-given state of
out-of-body experience recorded throughout the New Testament and the church
age. Starting with the apostles ecstatic experiences on Pentecost, the Book of
Acts further records trances in the lives of Peter and Paul. From the early
church to the Christian mystics of the Middle Ages and the famous revivalists of
centuries present, God s movements on the earth have always been marked by
these supernatural experiences. In this book, John Crowder takes us on a journey
from Old Testament ecstatic prophets such as Samuel and Elijah, to the future
ecstatics who will usher in a massive wave of harvest Glory to the streets in
these last days. God has always wanted a people who live in the Heavens, even
as they walk on the Earth. And the world is hungry for the demonstration of a
gospel of supernatural power that flows from a life of divine pleasure. More
than a state of mind, you will see how the nature of God s ecstasy is found in
the joy, bliss and inner raptures of His presence. In this book, you will be
encouraged to drink from the river of His pleasure! (Ps. 36:8)
Cosmos Reborn John Crowder 2019-07 Take a grace-centered look at
regeneration, the new creation and the new birth. Christ cured the human
condition. John's new book explores the universal scope of the cross - if one died
for all, then all died! "For God was in Christ reconciling the cosmos to Himself."
He has woven humanity into His divinity! Dispel the myth of a dark, schizophrenic
god of religion. This book makes a scandalous case that the Father of Jesus
Christ is in a good mood.Need a religious detox? Have a dose of happy theology
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on the new creation! Good news to liberate your life ...Though we opposed Him as
"enemies in our minds," God never set Himself against us as our enemy. Adam was
breathed from the very life of God, and it has always been the Creator's intent
to restore humanity to the bliss and immortality of its divine origin. In the
incarnation, death and resurrection of Jesus Christ, God included you and
absorbed the entire created order into Himself, bringing an end to decay and
corruption. Mortality has been swallowed up by immortality.
HOLINESS IS EASY Ross Thompson 2020-11-03 The title is provocative. It is
supposed to be. Holiness as easy is a foreign concept to most Christians. It
should not be. Jesus described His perfect holy life with His Father as easy. The
book of Isaiah tells us 'simple persons' and 'fools' can successfully walk on
God's Holy Highway. Salvation was a one time supernatural event in your life
as a believer. Holiness should be a one time supernatural event in the life of every
believer. Would God say'You be holy as I am holy' if it was impossible for us to
live it? He asks us to do only that which He gives ability to do. We have not
understood or been taught the revelation of holy living in the Bible. It is not
about struggle. Jesus did the hard work. Our part is to receive. You did not
work for salvation. Neither does holiness come by human effort. The Bible clearly
tells us how. That is the subject of this book.
Christian Anarchism Alexandre Christoyannopoulos 2022-02-17 Christian
anarchism has been around for at least as long as “secular” anarchism. Leo
Tolstoy is its most famous proponent, but there are many others, such as
Jacques Ellul, Vernard Eller, Dave Andrews or the people associated with the
Catholic Worker movement. They offer a compelling critique of the state, the
church and the economy based on the New Testament.
The Fake Jesus: Fallen Angels Among Us Pamela Sheppard 2015-04-15 In 2007,
the author received a revelation that compared the church to a condemned
building. Pam was asked, ""would you put up curtains at the windows of a
condemned building?"" With that revelation came the understanding that the
organized church was judged 3 decades ago. Not believing this word, Pam set out
to disprove it by doing a study of church history. She also reviewed various
occult, new age websites of mediums or channels who have been communicating
with beings who first identified themselves as UFO's and then ultimately called
themselves ""ascended masters."" The Fake Jesus is a record of what Pam
discovered once she tried the spirits to see if they be of God. This book will open
your eyes to the truth as to ""who the fallen angels are, who sent them, what
is their agenda, and how to recognize if your church is under their influence. The
hour is late. This book has traced that fallen angels have been among us since
about 1830. Don't YOU be deceived by a fallen angel.
Cosmos Reborn John Crowder 2013-08-01 Take a grace-centered look at
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regeneration, the new creation and the new birth. Christ cured the human
condition. John's new book explores the universal scope of the cross - if one died
for all, then all died! "For God was in Christ reconciling the cosmos to Himself."
He has woven humanity into His divinity! Dispel the myth of a dark, schizophrenic
god of religion. This book makes a scandalous case that the Father of Jesus
Christ is in a good mood. Need a religious detox? Have a dose of happy theology
on the new creation! Good news to liberate your life ... Though we opposed Him
as "enemies in our minds," God never set Himself against us as our enemy. Adam
was breathed from the very life of God, and it has always been the Creator's
intent to restore humanity to the bliss and immortality of its divine origin. In the
incarnation, death and resurrection of Jesus Christ, God included you and
absorbed the entire created order into Himself, bringing an end to decay and
corruption. Mortality has been swallowed up by immortality.
The Book of Proverbs Ted Hildebrandt 2010-11-23
Simple Prayer Charlie Dawes 2017-08-29 Are we making prayer more
complicated than it needs to be? Helping us pare down our words to their most
elemental level, Charlie Dawes has identified simple—yet far from
simplistic—prayers that unlock the mystery of conversing with God. By focusing
our prayers, we can find new a way of connecting with God at a heart level
that cannot be mastered with words alone.
Systematic Theology Wayne A. Grudem 2009-05-18 The Christian church has a
long tradition of systematic theology, that is, of studying biblical teaching on
centrally important doctrines such as the Word of God, redemption, and Jesus
Christ. Wayne Grudem's bestselling Systematic Theology has several distinctive
features: A strong emphasis on the scriptural basis for each doctrine Clear
writing, with technical terms kept to a minimum A contemporary approach,
treating subjects of special interest to the church today A friendly tone,
appealing to the emotions and the spirit as well as the intellect Frequent
application to life Resources for worship within each chapter Bibliographies in
each chapter that cross-reference subjects to a wide range of other systematic
theologies.
Adventures in Christ Andre Rabe 2006-02-05 Have you ever witnessed a wild
animal in its natural environment? A tame lion simply does not have the presence
of a wild one. A wild lion has an attitude, an assurance in its walk. The
unrestricted environment, and the untamed nature of the animal complement one
another. To tame such a creature, and remove it from its environment, is to rob it
of its identity. Acts 17:28 "For in Him we live, and move, and have our being."
God Himself is the natural environment in which man is to live! What an
unrestricted environment for the expressive nature He gave us.
The Naked Gospel Andrew Farley 2009 I found myself lying on the floor of my
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apartment, sobbing for hours on end: "God, I'm doing everything I'm supposed to
do, and I still don't feel closer to you. In fact, I feel worse than ever! How
could this have gone wrong? I can't see any way out. Help me." As a university
student, Andrew Farley found himself physically and emotionally addicted to
street evangelism and Bible study. Yet despite his fervid behavior, he knew
something was missing. That something was an understanding of the gospel that
is stripped of the compromises and clich s of the modern church. The Naked Gospel
finds friends among those who are burned out on experience-chasing, ceremonialism,
or legalism. It attacks churchy jargon and powerless ideas and puts forth a
message that is simple but life-changing. With a fresh take on Scripture and
unapologetic style, The Naked Gospel will challenge you and stir you to reexamine everything you thought you already knew.
High on God Matt Spinks 2019-03-08 This book offers revelation, history, and
testimonies to usher the reader into a lifestyle of supernatural ecstatic
experience through Jesus Christ.
Unbelievable John Shelby Spong 2018-02-13 Five hundred years after Martin
Luther and his Ninety-Five Theses ushered in the Reformation, bestselling author
and controversial bishop and teacher John Shelby Spong delivers twelve
forward-thinking theses to spark a new reformation to reinvigorate Christianity
and ensure its future. At the beginning of the sixteenth century, Christianity was
in crisis—a state of conflict that gave birth to the Reformation in 1517.
Enduring for more than 200 years, Luther’s movement was then followed by a
"revolutionary time of human knowledge." Yet these advances in our thinking had
little impact on Christians’ adherence to doctrine—which has led the faith to a
critical point once again. Bible scholar and Episcopal bishop John Shelby Spong
contends that there is mounting pressure among Christians for a radically new
kind of Christianity—a faith deeply connected to the human experience instead of
outdated dogma. To keep Christianity vital, he urges modern Christians to
update their faith in light of these advances in our knowledge, and to challenge
the rigid and problematic Church teachings that emerged with the Reformation.
There is a disconnect, he argues, between the language of traditional worship
and the language of the twenty-first century. Bridging this divide requires us to
rethink and reformulate our basic understanding of God. With its revolutionary
resistance to the authority of the Church in the sixteenth century, Spong sees in
Luther’s movement a model for today’s discontented Christians. In fact, the
questions they raise resonate with those contemplated by our ancestors. Does
the idea of God still have meaning? Can we still follow historic creeds with
integrity? Are not such claims as an infallible Pope or an inerrant Bible
ridiculous in today’s world? In Unbelievable, Spong outlines twelve "theses" to
help today’s believers more deeply contemplate and reshape their faith. As an
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educator, clergyman, and writer who has devoted his life to his faith, Spong has
enlightened Christians and challenged them to explore their beliefs in new and
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meaningful ways. In this, his final book, he continues that rigorous tradition,
once again offering a revisionist approach that strengthens Christianity and
secures its relevance for generations to come.
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